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From:  GARY NORTHINGTON  

Date:  9/27/2021 6:07:38 AM  

To:  Rudy Davis  

 

Attachments:  
 

 

DEEP STATE COUP D'ETAT#26; UNCLE JOE'S UTOPIA (27 SEP 2021) 

 

A. UNCLE JOE IN CONTEXT 

 

*** SOVIETS called Joseph STALIN "Uncle JOE" as he murdered 20-million Christians, like 

many other TYRANTS: 

** (1) In ancient Rome, NERO (Rev. 13) fiddled in his garden with burning bodies of 

Christians impaled on stakes to light his evenings, because most Christians had no swords; 

** (2) In the 1900s, STALIN sent many 100-man squads to hunt and kill Christians. After each 

squad had murdered about 10,000 persons, STALIN sent out later 100-man squads to kill and 

replace the prior squads. Later squads went on to each murder 10,000 more Christians and, 

then, were killed and replaced like prior squads. PROGRESSIVE STALIN methodically 

MURDERED 20-million Christians with very few witnesses, because RUSSIAN citizens had 

no firearms; 

** (3) In the 1900s, Fidel Castro murdered opponents in Cuba; 

** (4) In AUGUST and SEPTEMBER 2021, by using a few COVID-19 cases as an excuse, 

Australia invoked an abusive MARTIAL LAW LOCKDOWN, because citizens had slept years 

prior while PROGRESSIVES took their firearms; 

** (5) On 20 SEPTEMBER 2021, a mass shooting occurred in RUSSIA where citizens are not 

allowed firearms; 

** (6) As Uncle Joe vacationed in Camp David and Delaware in SEPTEMBER 2021, in mid-

day the TALIBAN executed women and Afghan Special Forces soldiers in the middle of Kabul 

streets (Hannity video, FNC, 21 SEP 2021) after JOE (Rev. 13) had abandoned the Special 

Forces who had worked with the U.S. military; 

** (7) A similar history, now beginning in the U.S., is likely under the "callous and cold" 

(quote of UK official @ UN) Uncle JOE; and 

** (8) The People not having defensive weapons allows such ABUSES BY TYRANTS. 

 

 

B. LEFT COAST UTOPIAN TERRORISM 

 

*** Barack OBAMA and Joe BIDEN want low income HIGH-RISE HOUSING PROJECTS in 

every neighborhood (DEEP STATE #24, § C, 11 SEP 2021). On 22 SEPTEMBER 2021, 

Governor Gavin NEWSOM of California signed the first State Bill in the U.S. to forcefully 

TAKE single-family HOMES by eminent-domain AND REPLACE replace them WITH 

GOVERNMENT PROJECTS that each hold a minimum of 4 families. This begins a 

PROGRESSIVE (Marxist term for "incremental") attack on private property and crowding 

people into easily eliminated groups, to CUT WORLD POPULATION TO 500,000 (@ 

BRUNSWICK, GA). The 2022 U.S. DEFENSE BILL calls for the military taking firearms 
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from civilians without due process. WHEN people are FORCED from single-family homes TO 

GOVERNMENT PROJECTS, their FIREARMS will be TAKEN as "contraband" during 

military searches, like in prisons. 

 

 

C. IMMIGRATION LIES 

 

*** In JANUARY 2021, BIDEN Press Secretary Jen PSAKI falsely said, "The Trump 

Administration turned minors back at the border and sent them on a dangerous journey", when 

minors were put on airplanes with spending money and sent home after locating their families. 

PSAKI also lied that, "Trump left children in Mexico to starve" when he gave Mexico funds for 

immigrant care. Contrasting to Trump, Joe BIDEN left 15,000 Haitian immigrants stuck in 

107° temperatures at the Del Rio bridge for over a week with no food, no water, nor sanitation 

facilities, and many of them were COVID-19 positive. 

 

*** In MARCH 2021, Joe BIDEN LIED ABOUT the unlawful Immigration HE had 

INCREASED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER: "Nothing has changed. It happens every year", 

"Trump eliminated funding", "dismantled the system", and "Trump's policies did not slow up 

immigration". These BIDEN LIES were INTENDED TO HIDE THAT BIDEN 

DISMANTLED President Trump's "apply at home for asylum" AGREEMENTS made with 

Northern Triangle countries, and Trump's "Stay-in-Mexico" agreement for Mexico to hold 

immigrants prior to U.S. Court hearings. 

 

 

D. LIES OF TYRANNY 

 

*** Peter Doocey of FOX asked, "Is BIDEN REQUIRING all American CITIZENS to 

VACCINATE WHILE it's NOT REQUIRED FOR MIGRANTS coming across the border?", 

and BIDEN Press Secretary Jen PSAKI answered, "THAT'S CORRECT" (FNC, 16 SEP 2021). 

PSAKI then LIED, "They are in the country for a short time" "so not vaccinating doesn't 

matter", when "they" are put in long-term housing at secret bases all over the U.S. Investigators 

proved COVID-19 outbreaks occur near these bases. 

 

*** On 20 SEPTEMBER 2021, DHS Secretary MAYORKIS said he flew 3,300 Haitian 

immigrants from "BIDENVILLE" (migrant camp at Del Rio, TX bridge) back to Haiti on 19 

SEPTEMBER 2021 but only 300 were on the planes. Another 29,000 were put on buses and 

taken to hidden bases throughout the U.S. (FNC, 26 SEP 2021) (DEEP STATE #25) to be 

brainwashed (like Monarch-Mind-Slaves of MK Ultra) with Uncle JOE'S RACISM against 

U.S. Citizens (BIDEN Memos fund this). From JANUARY to 27 SEPTEMBER 2021, that 

totals 1.5-million illegal immigrants sent to Uncle JOE'S secret bases to be likely 

MERCENARIES against lawful government of We the People. 

 

*** Uncle JOE's CALLOUS and COLD ABANDONING of ALLIES and AMERICANS in 

AFGHANISTAN is a warning of TERRORIST abuses planned for you in the United States, 

which began on his first day in office as he effectively fired 11,000 Keystone pipeline workers. 

Near end of the BUSH Administration in 2008, then again near end of the TRUMP 
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Administration in 2020, DEMONRATS falsely said these Presidents would invoke MARTIAL 

LAW for a THIRD TERM AS PRESIDENT. DEMONRAT MARXISTS falsely accused their 

opponents of their own MARXIST plan. On 21-27 SEPTEMBER 2021, Uncle JOE moved ten-

thousands of illegal immigrants into Florida, ILLINOIS, NEW YORK, Pennsylvania, 

Tennessee, etc. This 2021 INVASION OF ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS into the U.S. IS part of A 

MARXIST PLAN TO create violence and anarchy as an excuse to DECLARE MARTIAL 

LAW AND take firearms before the 2024 election to CONTINUE BIDEN'S FAILED 

PRESIDENCY WITHOUT AN ELECTION. 

 

*** WHAT YOU GONNA DO WHEN THEY COME FOR YOU? - to enslave in their 

TOTALITARIAN UTOPIA! Ps. 91. 

 

 

----- 

Rudy: Hernia surgery, today, after waiting 2.5-years with a 15-oz bottle under my waistband to 

hold it in. Gary M 

 


